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Activists protest near the Constitutional Court building  (16)
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Activists set up a gallow and a bust of Soviet Union founder Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov, known as Lenin, during a protest action near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building in Kiev on July 16, 2019, as it considers the case on the constitutionality of the laws on de-communization. - 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws "On the cleansing of power" and "On condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols". (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Activists set placards depicting Soviet Union founder Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov, known as Lenin, which parody Soviet era propaganda placards during a protest action near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building in Kiev on July 16, 2019, as it considers the case on the constitutionality of the laws on de-communization. - 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws "On the cleansing of power" and "On condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols". (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Activist holds placard reading "No Moscow infection in Ukraine!" as he stays in front of placards which parody Soviet era propaganda placards during a protest action near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building in Kiev on July 16, 2019, as it considers the case on the constitutionality of the laws on de-communization. - 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws "On the cleansing of power" and "On condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols". (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Shadows of activists are seen next to placards which parody Soviet era propaganda placards during a protest action near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building in Kiev on July 16, 2019, as it considers the case on the constitutionality of the laws on de-communization. - 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws "On the cleansing of power" and "On condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols". (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Activists give out ties of the pioneers, children's communist organization, at placards which parody Soviet era propaganda placards during a protest action near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building in Kiev on July 16, 2019, as it considers the case on the constitutionality of the laws on de-communization. - 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws "On the cleansing of power" and "On condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols". (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Activists wear ties of the pioneers, children's communist organization, during a protest action near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building in Kiev on July 16, 2019, as it considers the case on the constitutionality of the laws on de-communization. - 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws "On the cleansing of power" and "On condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols". (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Activists wear ties of the pioneers, children's communist organization, during a protest action near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building in Kiev on July 16, 2019, as it considers the case on the constitutionality of the laws on de-communization. - 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws "On the cleansing of power" and "On condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols". (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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A view of placards depicting parody of Soviet era propaganda near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  16 Jul 2019  Pictured: A sculpture of Soviet Union founder Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov, known as Lenin  in front of the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A view of placards depicting parody of Soviet era propaganda near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  16 Jul 2019  Pictured: A view of placards depicting parody of Soviet era propaganda near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A view of placards depicting parody of Soviet era propaganda near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  16 Jul 2019  Pictured: Police officers stand in front of the placards depicting parody of Soviet era propaganda near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A view of placards depicting parody of Soviet era propaganda near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  16 Jul 2019  Pictured: A view of placards depicting parody of Soviet era propaganda near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A view of placards depicting parody of Soviet era propaganda near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  16 Jul 2019  Pictured: Activists set placards depicting parody of Soviet era propaganda near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev.f their symbols'..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A view of placards depicting parody of Soviet era propaganda near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  16 Jul 2019  Pictured: A sculpture of Soviet Union founder Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov, known as Lenin  in front of the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A view of placards depicting parody of Soviet era propaganda near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  16 Jul 2019  Pictured: Ukrainian activists gathered near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A view of placards depicting parody of Soviet era propaganda near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  16 Jul 2019  Pictured: Ukrainian activists hold flags near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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A view of placards depicting parody of Soviet era propaganda near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  16 Jul 2019  Pictured: Activists set placards depicting parody of Soviet era propaganda near the Ukrainian Constitutional Court building during a protest in Kiev..The activists protest against the cancellation of the laws on de-communization adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament on April 2015. 46 Ukrainian lawmakers, mostly supporters of former Russia-backed President Viktor Yanukovych, addressed the court to repeal the laws 'on the cleansing of power' and 'on condemnation of the communist and national socialist (Nazi) totalitarian regimes in Ukraine and the prohibition of their symbols.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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